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Designing an 
Extraordinary People 
Development System

Dec 7th

10:01am-6:01pm (Eastern)

ALL Quality comes from the 
Quality of your People! 

This is perhaps the most 

TRANSFORMATIONAL 
of all MVI programs!

Medicare Advantage  
Power Point:  
The Emphasis on Quality
With the Hospice Medicare Advantage Carve-In, 
Quality is paramount as Quality Bonuses are mega-
important with these privately administered for-profit 
corporations. But more importantly, Quality is just the 
right thing to do… 
As all quality comes from the quality of your people, People 
Development comes onto center stage with the Hospice Medicare 
Advantage Carve-In. A smart Hospice will want to employ the very 
best methods and systems of training and developing its Talent! 
This edition of the Flashpage sets the table around this critical and 
completely logical strategic move.

The Paradigm Shift to a Teaching Organization 
First & Foremost and the #1 Strategic Direction!

The topic that should be #1 on all strategic plans is People 
Development. Sure you can expand your service area, start more 
locations, build buildings, build IPUs, add service lines, delete 
service lines and do all kinds of strategic things, but ultimately 
all of these things will be accomplished through people. Whether 
things are successful, mediocre or a failure will come from people 
factors. We are human beings in human organizations serving 
other humans. If this is true, then we better understand human! 
In addition, most organizations want quality and recognize that 
consumers will not continue over the long-term to purchase from a 
low-quality entity if higher quality can be obtained at the same or 
lower price. Quality will come from people – starting with the person 
with a Vision of quality, to the people that manage that Vision, all 
the way to the people providing the service or making the product. 
It’s all about people! And you want to have the most talented people 
you can in your organization!   
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People Development 
should be the #1 item on an 

organization’s strategic plan!!!

It is People Development that creates “capacity” and the ability to grow. An organization cannot grow beyond 
the capabilities of its people.   

Becoming a Teaching Organization 
is a Strategic Decision!   
The People Development area is given a great deal of lip service by most organizations. However, the 
bleak and utter truth is that most organizations do not value People Development. I translate this as, “Most 
organizations do not value people beyond a superficial level.”  I have found most organizations, including 
Hospices, to be “unimpressive” when compared to top or elite organizations. Why? Why is this area, an area 
that most of us agree is critical and a superior strategic direction that makes complete sense, given such little 
intention?

Does it cost too much?
Is it because it takes too much time?
Is it that there is little faith in the Teacher’s abilities?
Have we not made the case that teaching is a superior strategic direction?
Is it something that the CEO is not interested in?

However, look at what IS lost every day when staff members are not well-trained. 

What is the cost of a mistake?
What is the cost of a damaged reputation?
What is lost through inefficiencies?
What is the cost in increased human suffering?

What is the cost your organization is paying 
EVERYDAY due to screw-ups, service failures, 

frustrated staff, frustrated customers, complaints, 
wasted resources, wasted time, stress, turnover, poor 

financial results, poor quality, etc.?
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All can be remedied and addressed though a deliberate FOCUS on People Systems! 

WHY? 

It should be a no-brainer that People Development should be the “Center of the Universe.” But like many of the 
great truths, it is not widely accepted.

Nearly all of our organizational problems, issues and challenges 
come from our People Systems… They are quality issues…and 

quality comes from the quality of our people…
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The Truth about 
Quality 

The Truth about Quality - A 
Hospice’s quality is no more or 
less than the quality of its People 
Development (training) System. 
Why? Because the MISSION and 
the operations of your BUSINESS 
are done by people!!!!! So here 
is my question if you nod in 
agreement, 
“How extraordinary is your current 
People Development System?” 
If it doesn’t blow onlookers 
away as well as your own staff, 
you have work to do! It must be 
extraordinary!!!

And who is the most influential 
Teacher in an organization? 
The CEO! By default, the Chief Teaching Officer (CTO) is the CEO!!!! The CEO has to “get” this uncommon 
ideological direction on a profound level! The CEO has to understand the importance of People Development 
more than ANYONE as everyone else in the organization is taking his or her behavioral and performance cues 
from him/her! The proof of your effectiveness as a Teacher is in your RESULTS! Is your profit level at 14% or 
higher? Are your quality measures in the 90th percentile? Is the turnover rate at your organization less than 
5%? Do you have over 180 days of cash/near-cash reserves? These measures tell you where you are as a 
Teacher…the proof is in your numbers. To not agree with this is to demonstrate low Intelligence or a lack of 
Integrity (Pride rather than Humility) or both. As I say this, know that I take my own medicine. In the concrete 
world, measurement tells us about an organization. It is the truth…  

Can We Sell the Idea that People 
Development is Important?  

The truth is that we are selling ideas all the time when we are teaching. We are continually trying to 
convince and persuade staff members that certain directions or actions are necessary and why they make 
sense. Education is about selling ideas.

The Gatekeeper of the Model of an organization is the CEO. Therefore, the idea of creating a World-Class 
People Development program has to be made to the CEO. If we can’t make this sale, it is doubtful that People 
Development will ever be elevated to its logical place. CEOs should be concerned about mission, quality and 
profitability. Therefore, a great case for building an extraordinary People Development program is great IF you 
can show the CEO that it can be done efficiently and that the return will be worth the investment.

Continued, next page
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Training is an investment. This is the view of many award-winning organizations as they recognize the 
obvious – that the mission is only accomplished through people. 

The RISKS of NOT training people outweighs the cost of training them effectively. Service failures 
are embarrassing and do not help to build a sterling reputation. The cost of service recovery is high, if it 
can be done at all. Why not avoid the problem in the first place? What is the price an organization pays 
everyday through screw-ups, complaints, documentation errors and service failures? What is lost in terms of 
productivity? 

The cost of creating a World-Class People Development program is minimal. It will involve obtaining 
space and up-fitting it. However, the biggest cost will be in terms of time. The time of the faculty, as well as, the 
time of the Students.  

Can you paint a clear picture of what the People Development Program will look like when it is 
finished? The human mind works on visual and FEELING levels. The clearer you can demonstrate your vision 
and how it works, the better. Make it as simple and elegant as possible. 

Does your CEO believe in your ability to do it? If there is a pause from your CEO, then there is doubt. The 
CEO must have faith or believe that the project is worth the risk and believe in YOU.

Can you take a small seed and make it grow? Anyone can ask for more resources. It takes no special talent 
to spend money. The truly gifted people can take whatever they are given and make it work, make it a reality 
and make it grow. Smart people recognize this gift and give this talented person more! So you don’t have to 
ask for the world! Take what you get and make it thrive! Anytime you can minimize the risk, you are more likely 
to make the sale!

Serving from a place of Love for All Expressions of Life, 

~Andrew
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Virtual Tough Training: 
Designing an Extraordinary 
People Development System 
December 7, 2020 – 10:01 to 6:00 EST
What is the best way of developing your people?
ALL QUALITY COMES FROM THE QUALITY OF YOUR PEOPLE SYSTEMS…
Therefore, why wouldn’t an organization avail itself to the best known ways of doing it in Hospice?

MVI only holds People Development & the Model once a year. This program is high, high value as it puts laser-
beam focus on Quality, as all quality comes from the quality of an organization’s People Systems.

Quality is essential in the new reality of the Medicare Advantage Carve-In…but it is also just the right 
thing to do! So why not find out what some of the best Hospices in our Movement are doing and imitate! 
There have been MASSIVE improvements in this area over the last few years, which is really exciting!

We will be covering the 4 main processes that merit intense FOCUS: 

Talent Attraction Processes
Talent Selection Processes
Talent Development Processes
Talent Retention Processes

Master Class Teaching Techniques will be shared as a World-Class Hospice is a teaching organization, first 
and foremost. These methods are not only used by your designated formal Teachers, but are also used by 
front-line clinicians to empower families and caregivers to provide care in our absence.

What is the payoff?  

Perfect Visits with Perfect Documentation
o Surge CAHPS Scores
o Bullet-Proof Documentation
o Less Indirect Staff Needed has QUALITY INCREASES
o Fantastic Financials (12-22% and higher!)

Increasing Volunteer Percentages (20-40%)
Attraction of Top Talent
Retention of Top Talent (Turnover 5-10%) 

WHO WOULD BENEFIT? 
Executive Management, HR, Education/Training personnel, Clinical Leaders, and of course, the CEO (the 
Chief Teaching Officer) if possible!  

Please register on the MVI website, email or call us! 
This will be REVOLUTIONARY! 
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FLASHPAGE Reference
Here is a list of past Flashpages by topic over the past 2 years for reference, plus a few of particular 
significance. Normally, Flashpages cover material on a high level, so it is highly recommended that 
more comprehensive Best Known Practice information (manuals, PDFs, financial tools, templates, 
videos and audio messages) be obtained by accessing the MVI Website and/or by contacting the MVI 
offices for unlimited support. All calls are answered within 3 rings.   

October 2020 - Understanding the Nature of Best Known Practices and Human Behavior – Intelligence can be 
Defined as Pattern Recognition – The Outlier – Benchmarking – Managing Well – Sign-up for The CFO Program 
Virtual Event now! 

September 2020 - “We Don’t Have Enough Time to Implement Best Known Practices. We have so many things 
we’re trying to do now…” – Sign-up for The The Extraordinary Clinical Manager Virtual Tough Training now! 

August 2020 - Hospice Groups for Medicare Advantage and Other Purposes – Client Testimonial from Northern 
Illinois Hospice – Sign-up for The CEO Virtual Retreat now! A massive value at only $500!!! 

July 2020 - Hospice Turnover: “Your work is far too important for poor performance” – Hospice of the North Coast 
and COVID-19 & MVI – Compensation is Part of the People Attraction and People Retention Processes – It’s 
2020! Don’t do a Traditional Budget! 

June 2020 - Hospice Operational Comparisons by ADC – Cedar Valley Hospice Wins National Gallup Exceptional 
Workplace Award – MVI Webinar: The Simple Way to Manage a Hospice on a Month to Month Basis for TOP Re-
sults! – June 23 @ 1pm – Register Now 

May 2020 - Hindsight is 20/20 – Benchmarking System Vendor Updates – MVI Webinar: How Hospices have De-
creased Turnover to 5% and Attract Top Talent! With Covid-19 showing us a Few Things – May 12 @ 1pm – Reg-
ister Now – Dramatically Raise your ROI 

April 2020 - What is the Best Hospice Operational Strategy during Covid-19? – Telehealth – Now and in the Fu-
ture… – Regional Differences of the Impact of Covid-19 – MVI Webinar: The Best Hospice Strategy…NOW! Tues-
day April 28 at 1:00 pm EST – Register Now 

March 2020 - Regional Differences of the Impact of Covid-19

February 2020 - 2 Helpful Ideas for CEOs: Directional Correctness and Pattern Recognition - Operational Info 
on Palliative Care Financial Success! Plus Home Health! - Register Now for Our Upcoming Inpatient Unit Tough 
Training on April 6-7 

January 2020 - What has changed in the New MVI Model? - Benchmarking - The Value of Benchmarking - 
Technical Aspects of the MVI Benchmarking System 

December 2019 - Breakthroughs in the Compensation System Implementations - MVI Tough Training Schedule - 
New Model NPR%s in January 2020, Especially for Hospice IPUs!!! - Modular Visit Steps 

November 2019 - Cross-Training Indirects - Data-Grids: ADC and Pharmacy - MagicViews! The Clinical 
Dashboard for ANY EMR! - MVI Tough Training Schedule 

https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/october-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/october-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/october-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/september-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/september-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/august-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/august-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/july-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/july-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/july-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/june-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/june-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/june-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/may-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/may-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/may-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/april-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/april-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/april-2020/
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/february-2020
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/february-2020
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/february-2020
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/january-2020
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/january-2020
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/december-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/december-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/november-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/november-2019
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October 2019 - Benchmarking Data-Grids: Comparison by ADC & Pharmacy Vendor Comparison - MVI Tough 
Training Schedule 

September 2019 - Teaching the Spirituality Of Accountability - MVI Tough Training Schedule 

August 2019 - The CEO Retreat - People Developement & the Model Workshop - MVI Tough Training Schedule 

July 2019 - Results of the Compensation System! - Compensation & the Model Workshop - The Steps in 
Sequence of Hospices that Go Days & sometimes Weeks without Documentation Errors or Complaints - Why MVI 
Matters Now! 

June 2019 - What are the Most Practical Things a CEO Can Do to Make Significant Operational Improvements? - 
Compensation & the Model - MVI Tough Training Schedule 

May 2019 - Why the Compensation System? Because the Hard Truth is that Most Clinical Managers will Not Hold 
their People Accountable... - Why are we FOCUSING on the Clinical Manager? - MVI Tough Training Schedule 

April 2019 - Video Interview with Edo Banach from the NHPCO - Hospices have 2 Years to Prep for the Medicare 
Advantage Carve-In - 3 Areas of Focus for the Medicare Advantage Carve-In - There is Still Time to Register for 
the Extraordinary Clinical Manager Program on May 6-7 – The CFO and CEO Programs Have Been Updated 
Specifically for the Medicare Advantage Carve-In! 

March 2019 - The Hospice Medicare Advantage Survival Guide 19.3! - Where to start? The Hospice Medicare 
Advantage Carve-In! - Why Would a Medicare Advantage Provider Want to Contract with You? - The CFO and 
CEO Programs - Updated Specifically for the Medicare Advantage Carve-In! 

February 2019 - New! Resources for Key Frustrations Document available now on our website - Fix Your IPU! 
Registration is open now for our IPU workshop in March! - 2019 Dates for all MVI Tough Training Workshops 

January 2019 - One Hospice Finds the Key to Teaching the Feeling - MVI Tough Training Schedule - Download 
the 3 Latest MP3’s 

December 2018 - 2019! Our Great Opportunity! - 2019 Dates for all MVI Tough Training Workshops - If you are 
looking to supercharge your organization’s growth & maximize potential, give us a call to discuss our Magic! 
service line 

November 2018 - A New MVI Box for clients containing some truly transformational materials - 2019 Dates added 
for all MVI Tough Training Workshops - If you are looking to supercharge your organization’s growth & maximize 
potential, give us a call to discuss our Magic! service line 

October 2018 – Getting Clear about Financial Statements – What Financial Reports Do you Manage With? – 
Download the 3 Core MVI Audio Messages from multiview.com now! – The CFO Program will be held Nov. 12-14

September 2018 – Revolutionizing Bereavement: Why not use the latest technologies and methods? – 3 Core 
MVI Audio Messages for your organization’s People Development – Andrew’s single Cure My Mind is charting & 
he will be opening for Sarah McLachlan!

August 2018 – System7: A deeper dive into the MVI teaching method – New dates have been added for MVI’s 
2019 Tough Training programs

July 2018 – The Cure For Nearly All Quality & Financial Woes – MVI Boxes! We Learned a Few Things!

https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/october-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/october-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/september-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/august-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/july-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/july-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/july-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/june-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/june-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/may-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/may-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/april-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/april-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/april-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/april-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/march-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/march-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/march-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/february-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/february-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/january-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/january-2019
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/december-2018
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/december-2018
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/december-2018
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/november-2018
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/november-2018
https://www.multiviewinc.com/flash-page-articles/november-2018
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The Proprietary Model Workshop 
SCHEDULED BY INDIVIDUAL HOSPICES 
The Proprietary Model Workshop is a 2-day transformational program where Andrew guides an individual Hospice or Healthcare 
system through the design of its proprietary Model. The Model is an approach to operating a Hospice as an integrated, coherent and 
coordinated “system of care” that creates a high-quality, predictable experience that is financially balanced. Andrew’s role in this unique 
program is to keep a Hospice’s team FOCUSED, clock management and to introduce insights gained from experience with hundreds 
of Hospices. Andrew will press to make sure the team walks out with the key Model parameters and Accountability established. This 
program is a cost-effective way to unify your team and establish long-term organizational structures that have helped Hospices set the 
benchmarks in quality as well as economic performance.  NASBA approved: 16 CPE hours. More Info>>

The CFO Virtual Program
November 16, 2020 • 10:01am - 6:01pm EST | VIRTUAL WEB CONFERENCE 
Updated specifically for the Medicare Advantage Carve-In. The CFO Training Program has proven to be an EFFECTIVE advance-
ment system for CFOs. The CFO is armed with some of the most persuasive information in the organization, the quantified facts of 
the business…data! The underlying reality is that the economic model MUST work.  To be effective, the CFO must accurately quantify 
the current state of the organization, interpret the situation with predictive insight, formulate strategies, and influence others to execute 
positive action. The EVIDENCE of an effective CFO is in the numbers!  An effective CFO can help a Hospice be radically successful.  A 
poor CFO can help a Hospice out of business. Participants undergo a sequence of testing, training, and retesting until the subject mat-
ter is mastered. Participants will have 6 opportunities to score 100% in order to pass the 300 question exam which includes Hospice 
scenarios, best practices, and measurements over the 2½ days.   More Info>>

Designing an Extraordinary People Development System
December 7, 2020 • 10:01am - 6:01pm EST  | VIRTUAL WEB CONFERENCE 
This entire workshop will focus on creating a world-class training system for your organization where the paradigm of the Hospice 
changes to that of a “teaching organization”: first and foremost. In this fascinating program, we will explore the teaching practices of 
master-class teachers in-depth and how these practices translate to a Hospice organization. How to Teach Visit Structures and Phone 
Interactions will receive extreme emphasis. The workshop is directed toward anyone that either instructs or coordinates training at a 
Hospice program. People Development IS the center of your Hospice universe as the mission is only accomplished through people. 
More Info>>

Inpatient Units & The Model Training 
2021 DATES TBA | FLAT ROCK, NC - THE MVI EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE CENTER 
Hospice Inpatient Unit financial losses are epidemic…and it is getting worse. This program will convey the best known practices 
to-date regarding the management of Hospice IPUs so that they can be financially viable based on our work with 140+ IPUs. This 
program also has direct application to Continuous Care programs. Bring a laptop with Microsoft Excel, the reports you currently use to 
manage your IPU, Medicare rates (GIP, Routine, CC), average hourly rate by discipline and cost information regarding your Hospice’s 
current IPU operations. This is a 1 day program. More Info>>

https://www.multiviewinc.com/tough-training
https://www.multiviewinc.com/tough-training
https://www.multiviewinc.com/tough-training
https://www.multiviewinc.com/tough-training
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The Extraordinary Clinical Manager Virtual Tough Training 
2021 DATES TBA  | VIRTUAL WEB CONFERENCE 
The Model Manager Program is a REVOLUTIONARY and rigorous 2 - day program with laser-beam FOCUS on the Management skill-
set needed to be a TRUE Professional Hospice Manager. There has NEVER been anything like this training in Hospice! The program 
will show how to make work as well as the job of being a Clinical Manager much EASIER based on what the 90th percentile Managers 
do! Up to 70% of an employee’s development/morale/retention is based on the immediate supervisor as all front-line staff take their be-
havioral/performance cues from this position! Therefore, a Hospice “doing the Model” will recognize this fact and build its strength/qual-
ity around creating top-rung Clinical Managers supported by amazing structures that transform the job of management!  More Info>>

Compensation & The Model Training
2021 DATES TBA | FLAT ROCK, NC - THE MVI EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE CENTER 
Compensation is the most POWERFUL STRUCTURAL tool a Manager has to create a happy and productive work atmosphere with 
ultra-strong Accountability. This workshop is for the most forward-thinking Hospices. 100% of Hospices that operate in the 90th percen-
tile have great compensation systems. Yes, 100%!  A Hospice’s most dramatic advances in quality and profits will come from move-
ments of Talent and the compensation of that Talent. A great compensation system makes management VASTLY easier. Compensation 
systems also directly impact an organization’s People Attraction and Retention system. Talent must be retained over the long-term as 
the turnover of Talent is the biggest destroyer of quality. A great compensation system is a key! Get rid of the “poverty mindset” regard-
ing how you reward staff! Why not pay better than the hospital or other healthcare entities? In Hospice, compensation is your LARG-
EST cost, so why not adapt your compensation system creatively to get the performance and behaviors you need? Compensation is 
the fastest way out of financial troubles, as well as one of the most effective structural means to create a healthy Hospice culture. In 
this program, participants will learn to use compensation as a tool to foster the behaviors and results desired at a Hospice. Bring a 
laptop with Microsoft Excel, a clinical team’s compensation information as well as compensation information for an Indirect area. This 
information will not be shared with the group but will be used by the participant to work out a system that can be emulated and utilized 
upon return to his or her respective organization. Compensation was the beginning of MVI. It is where we started as a company. MVI 
only holds the Compensation & the Model Workshop annually. This is a 1 day program. NASBA Approved:    
More Info>>

The CEO Retreat  
2021 DATES TBA  | FLAT ROCK, NC - THE MVI EXECUTIVE CONFERENCE CENTER  
Updated specifically for the Medicare Advantage Carve-In. This is truly an executive retreat that helps CEOs become “aware” of 
what the Outliers are doing…because you have to see it in order to build it! This is a pragmatic program which would benefit any Ex-
ecutive Level person. It is a humble and open program where, as a group, we can delve into the biggest frustrations and challenges we 
face as Hospice CEOs leading an organization. There is a deliberate concentration on the practices of the 90th percentile as they tend 
to make all work and management easier…which is of great relief for all in the organization! Perhaps you have found yourself on this 
“unexpected journey” of Hospice like myself…a movement where there is so much “meaning and purpose” that needs to be tapped into 
with intention…for ourselves first, and then spilling over onto those we have the privilege to work with. More Info >>
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